
For getting the most out of your creative agency.

Toptips



WRITE TWO HEADINGS; ‘WHAT’S 
OUR PROBLEM’ ON ONE SIDE 
AND ‘WHAT WOULD SUCCESS 
LOOK LIKE’ ON THE OTHER.

Let’s get something slightly awkward out of 
the way early shall we? Are you the kind 
of business owner or professional who’s 
tempted to use a ‘design competition’ 
website for your creative needs? Or 
someone who places such little value in your 
company that you might trust someone (who 
may or may not have any design skills) to 
create the face of your company for peanuts? 

Those options come ladened with uncertainty 
and doubt and frankly, they’re not smart. 
Working with a professional design 
consultancy or designer who is given time 
to get to know your business and your aims 
gives you surety and confidence that your 
needs are being taken seriously and there’s 
every opportunity for your business  to be 
taken to a whole new level.

Research has shown 

that, on average, for every 

£1 businesses invest in 

design, they gain over £4 

net operating profit, over 

£20 net turnover and over 

£5 net exports.

Design Business Association

Why not check out how we created 
a 60% drop in pickpocketing on  
the London Underground for 
British Transport Police
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ARE YOU TEMPTED TO 
CREATE THE FACE OF YOUR 
COMPANY FOR PEANUTS? 

Most importantly, they 

have delivered a brand 

that encapsulates the heart 

of what Nordoff Robbins 

is all about, enabling us 

to engage with our many 

audiences and partners 

with confidence”.

Mark Frodsham, 

Head of Marketing & Comms at Nordoff Robbins

Why not check out the new brand 
we created for music therapy  
charity Nordoff Robbins.

NEXT STEPS



BEING UP FRONT ABOUT BUDGETS MEANS THAT THEY 
CAN IMMEDIATELY START TO WORK OUT HOW YOU 
CAN GET MOST IMPACT FROM YOUR SPEND.

We believe that design 

is best introduced at the 

earliest possible stage of a 

project as a designer can 

add value at the strategic 

level as well as the tactical 

implementation level.

Design Business Association

Let’s talk budgets. That’s not something 
everyone wants to do with their designer 
agency when they’re briefing them. 

There’s a perception that keeping your 
cards close to your chest about how much 
you’re prepared to invest in a project will 
somehow mean that you’ll get more for your 
investment. That’s a fallacy. Picking the right 
designer and then being up front about 
budgets means that they can immediately 
start to work out how you can get most 
impact from your spend. 

There’s also a belief that designers won’t 
negotiate on costs – not true either. When you 
have the right kind of relationship with your 
design agency you can work together to define 
the best use of your cash and how much 
creativity and design time that buys you.

NEXT STEPS

Our reference guide for design budgets -

Startup Business
Brand/Marketing: £3-5,000 
Website: £4-6,000

Established Small Business 
Brand/Marketing: £6-15,000  
Website: £7-20,000

Mid-large sized Business
Brand/Marketing: £16-40,000 
Website: £20-60,000+



CHEMISTRY IS VITAL. ASK 
YOURSELF IF YOU COULD  
WORK WITH THEM FOR THE 
NEXT MONTHS?

Choosing the wrong creative can be costly 
and frustrating. So how do you make the 
choice right? Personal recommendations 
together with referrals from business 
support agencies or trade associations 
are the best place to start. Don’t be shy to 
Google either. It’s a great way to find sites  
for designers with experience in your sector. 

If having lots of face to face meetings is 
going to be important then a local area 
search is a good idea. 

Once you have found 2 or 3 design agencies 
to choose from what next? All you need to 
do is talk to them. Ask them what they’ve 
done for clients in similar positions and 
what value they have added to their clients’ 
business. Chemistry is vital. There has to be 
rapport and mutual respect.

The Design Business Association is 
a great resource when considering 
commissioning design. Here is a 
great starting point. 

NEXT STEPS

We have worked with 
Sherry Design for a number 
of years and have always 
found their work to be of  
the highest standard.  

They took a seemingly 
difficult brief of creating 
engaging communications 
for a creative business and 
delivered a solution that has 
proven to be a hit internally.

Daniel Hall, Insight Manager - Sony Music



IT’S EQUALLY IMPORTANT 
TO GET IT RIGHT FOR BOTH 
DESIGNER AND CLIENT. 

Designers are only as good as the brief 
they are given. The more thought you give 
the brief and what you want to achieve, 
the more likely you are to have a smooth 
running project and a great result. 

Don’t be tempted to say what you think the 
design should be – that’s the designers job 
once they have the full picture. It’s better to 
provide too much detail than to leave any 
question marks.

A good design consultancy will work with 
you at the early stages to help you refine and 
tweak your brief. As you then move through 
all the subsequent stages of the creative 
process this blueprint will be the point of 
reference both of you can go back to for 
clarity, it ensures that every design step has 
purpose and direction. We would love to discuss your brief 

with you - either shaping your 
existing brief or we can supply  
a template to get the ball rolling.  
Give our Creative Director, Chris a 
call on 020 7490 8985 or email him 
at: chris@sherrydesign.co.uk

NEXT STEPS

The Design Council were 
instrumental in putting 
together a detailed strategic 
brief and introducing 
us to the right design 
agencies. We’d not done 
marketing before - or brand 
development - and without 
their help we would not have 
known where to look.

Vernon Goldberg, QFC Chief Executive



Managing a design project is about more than 
briefing your design team and then leaving 
them to get on with it. You need to take an 
active part in the project.

A successful process is all about collaboration 
between client and creative. A good first step 
is to create a project plan elaborating on the 
timescales agreed in the brief. Making this a 
joint exercise will ensure you have a common 
starting point and aligned expectations.

It’s important that a single point of contact 
is available on your side at all times. The 
designer will need regular information 
and discuss issues as they arise. If review 
meetings are missed, sign-off of the various 
stages of design work will be held up and 
deadlines will slip. You want to be surprised 
by the quality of the creative work not the 
time it’s delivered.. 

A SUCCESSFUL PROCESS IS 
ALL ABOUT COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN CLIENT AND CREATIVE.

As partners, you will 
solve problems together, 
which expands the scope of 
possible solutions and builds 
a better understanding of 
the relationship for each of 
you. All things being equal, 
partnerships should yield 
better returns for both 
parties in the medium term.

John Scarrott, Design Week

Xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xx xxxxx 
xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx.  
Give our Creative Director, Chris a 
call on 020 7490 8985 or email him 
at: chris@sherrydesign.co.uk
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IT’S IMPORTANT TO ASSESS THE 
WORK OBJECTIVELY RATHER 
THAN SUBJECTIVELY.

There are three key things to weigh up  
when reviewing design concepts 1) audience, 
2) audience and errr... 3) audience!  
It’s important to assess the work objectively 
rather than subjectively.

Focus on whether the creative approach will 
help you achieve the aims you set out in the 
final design brief rather than being subjective 
and just saying, “I like it” or, “I don’t like it”. 

Finally, refine the design to ensure 
it works best for the most important people 
in the process – the target audience.

I think it’s very important 
to have a feedback loop, 
where you’re constantly 
thinking about what you’ve 
done and how you could be 
doing it better.

Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Inc.

Good feedback is so important as part  
of the creative process and we welcome 
out clients to challenge us throughout 
as we work towards the solution in 
addressing the creative brief. 
Give our Creative Director, Chris a 
call on 020 7490 8985 or email him 
at: chris@sherrydesign.co.uk
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HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN YOUR 
INVESTMENT HAS DELIVERED? 

The clearer the objectives in the brief, the 
easier it will be to measure the value of your 
design investment. If you get the increased 
take-up you wanted on your website, or if 
you reduce time to market through your new 
production process, then you know your 
investment has delivered. Some projects are 
more difficult to gauge but even here it is 
possible to agree some quantifiable measure 
so you can plot the effect on your business.

Taking on board new ways of thinking and 
collaborative working may have many 
unforeseen results beyond the measures of 
success set out in the brief. Many clients find 
a change in their own perspective on their 
organisations when they have been through 
a significant creative process with a good 
design team. Decision making may become 
more effective, relationships among the team 
may alter and procedures for working with 
suppliers may improve.

We know the importance of making a 
good investment and we passionately 
believe that we are excellent value for 
money because we deliver outstanding 
solutions that go beyond beautiful, 
creating success and making a positive 
impact on your bottom line.
 
Give our Creative Director, Chris a 
call on 020 7490 8985 or email him 
at: chris@sherrydesign.co.uk
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We had a fantastic response, 
with 60% more orders of 
publications than the direct mail 
we sent this time last year.

Ella Campen



SIT BACK AND BASK IN THE 
GLORY – FOR A MOMENT. 
THEN STAND UP AND DO IT 
ALL OVER AGAIN! 

Sherry Design Limited

76 Ironmonger Row,

London, EC1V 3QR

sherrydesign.co.uk

Once you have successfully leveraged the 
power of good design for your business you 
should sit back and bask in the glory – for a 
moment. Then stand up and do it all over again! 

Every single business and organisation 
battles the unrelenting noise of their 
competition on a daily basis. Everything 
is so fluid right now, business moves and 
shifts constantly and the audience dictate 
the pace. Keep working with your creatives. 
Keep reviewing, keep monitoring and keep 
progressing. Stand-out is absolutely vital. 

Not sure how to achieve that? We know a 
creative consultancy who can help….

So what’s giving you a brand or 
marketing headache at the moment? 

Give our Creative Director, Chris a 
call on 020 7490 8985 or email him 
at: chris@sherrydesign.co.uk


